
I recently read an article in the Atlantic about rising rates of suicide amongst Wildland 
firefighters.  I didn’t need to read it to know this has been the case for many years.  I myself 
have lost a number of coworkers to suicide in the last fifteen years.  Surely there are a number 
of factors that contribute to Wildland firefighters struggling with mental health leading to 
anxiety, depression, and sadly suicidal thoughts.  People are aware that this is becoming 
somewhat of an epidemic amongst the brave men and women who sacrifice so much to 
perform the job of suppressing wildfires across the nation.  It has garnered attention at the 
national level and some help is being offered in the form of better health coverage and 
increased wages.  Though well intentioned and a good start, this does not address the root 
cause or contribute to the actual healing process.   
 
My name is Evan Adsit, I was a Wildland firefighter for fifteen years, ten of which I spent as a 
smokejumper.  As a young man the job provided me with adventure, travel, a sense of 
belonging, and the grounds to test myself physically and mentally.  It provided a sense of 
structure to my life and a vocation that was far more appealing than becoming another cog in 
the wheel of capitalism.  I had always enjoyed being immersed in the natural world and the job 
put me directly into the forest, engaging directly with Mother Nature herself.  The job served 
me well for a number of years and afforded me enough time and money to travel the world and 
explore different cultures or simply rest and recuperate in the “off season,” which typically 
lasted about six months.   
 
This was the case for a number of years until the novelty waned and the job itself started to 
seem like it took more than it gave.  After all I was working for the largest bureaucracy in the 
world and though I had an amazing sense of belonging during the fire season, the off season 
often left me lonely.  As my peers were starting families and buying houses I was still holding 
on to a sense of independence and couldn’t help but compare myself to them leaving me 
feeling more lonely still.  Was this sense of glory and adventure I had conjured in my mind just 
a false narrative I was holding onto like a security blanket?  Additionally it seemed like the red 
tape of working for the government was getting more and more intense with training season 
starting earlier and earlier in the spring and fire season demanding more and more each year.  
Often while working on fires I felt confined by the structure of the machine that fire suppression 
had become.   
 
Remember, I started the job because I liked being immersed in the natural world, tuning into 
her rhythms, learning from her, grounding out, feeding my soul with the riches she offers.  But 
the system I found myself operating within seemed to be more about working as many hours 
as I could, participating in a huge industrial complex that seemed more concerned with utilizing 
expensive resources and making sure funding was procured for next year so we could go on 
suppressing fires in a very high impact manner, so the machine could keep on chugging along, 
blowing black smoke from its stacks, all the while consuming the very resource that make the 
machine a possibility in the first place, the human firefighters on the ground.  Firefighters are 
humans.  And humans are part of the natural world.  And as such they have a natural rhythm, 
balance and alignment that has been inherited through thousands of years of evolution.   
 
Well, fourteen years into my firefighting career my body finally told me I had been living out of 
balance with that rhythm.  In the fall of 2018 I was diagnosed with cancer.  I had a 14 cm long 
tumor growing in the center of my chest.  I spent that winter going through chemotherapy and 
reflecting on what it all meant.  I viewed the illness as my greatest teacher and began to heed 



to its calls to come back into alignment.  I made it out the other side of treatment cancer free 
but that was just the beginning of my healing process.   
 
I came to know that much of my illness was due to unprocessed emotions and thought 
patterns, some of which were exacerbated by being within the firefighter culture for so many 
years.  I have spent the last few years unpacking it all and reflecting on how my childhood and 
subsequent career path played a role in me becoming misaligned, and I’ve started to find my 
way back to health.  And that means a balance of mind, body and spirit.  The largest 
component being my spiritual health.   
 
So, while people are focusing on physical and mental health to address the rising mental illness 
crisis amongst firefighters, I want to help guide people back into emotional and spiritual health. 
Much of my journey has been about reclaiming belonging to the oneness of all things, tuning 
into the natural world and forming meaningful connections with people.  We are communal 
beings who are used to living within the natural rhythms of the earth, and often firefighting 
takes us out of those cycles.  I want to help guide people back to those cycles and show them 
how to find those rhythms within the job itself.   
 
I have learned the power of story sharing on the healing path and want to provide a safe place 
for individuals to share their story about how they may have become misaligned, and help 
them find their way back into alignment. 
 
I personally have used myriad techniques to find my own balance including meditation, yoga, 
breath work, group discussion, therapy, to name a few, but I have found my greatest teacher in 
the natural world.   
 
We are all conditioned by a number of narratives throughout our lives and the more we 
subscribe to them the more we start to believe them.  Firefighting culture has its own set of 
narratives.  Some are healthy and promote growth and wellness, others are harmful and the 
symptoms of that harm manifest in the form of physical, mental and emotional illness.  I want 
to help people disassemble those narratives to find out what is serving them and what is not. 
 
The narrative I want to help people focus on is that of the natural world.  Just look at the way 
the natural world promotes life, each plant or animal of an ecosystem finding that perfect 
balance to work in harmony with everything else to promote life for the whole.  In relating an 
individuals personal narrative to the whole one can come back to finding purpose and 
meaning.  One can find their way back to health and happiness.  One can find their way to 
being part of the natural interdependency we are all part of.  And in turn they can continue to 
find healing by giving back to others in need.  
 
I want to be of service to those who are struggling.  I have been gifted an opportunity to find 
the healing path for myself and I wish to share the knowledge I’ve gained along the path. 
 
Please join me and our team this February in Costa Rica at Posada Natura to start your healing 
journey. 
   
 


